MI6 PLACES ADS FOR NEW 007S

Britain's international intelligence service is advertising for new real life James Bonds. MI6 chiefs are placing ads in The Times newspaper and The Economist magazine this week. The ads feature photos of places in the world where MI6 operate from their London HQ by the Thames to Arabian deserts and central American jungles. One of them reads: "We operate around the world to make this country safer and more prosperous." A Government source said: "We hope people who might have thought MI6 was not for them may consider us as an employer." As well as agents, MI6 is looking for administrators, analysts, linguists, and technology experts. It's a first for MI6 but Britain's domestic spy service MI5 placed similar adverts two years ago.

EPA Didn't Know Anybody Was Still Drinking Water

Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Stephen Johnson apologized during a press conference Tuesday for what critics called "flagrant oversight and neglect" in monitoring ground- and tap-water quality across the United States, claiming that his department was unaware that citizens were still consuming it. "I can honestly say we had no idea that anyone used faucet water anymore," Johnson said. "Bottled water, sure—I have some here on the lectern. But if there really are people out there still drinking tap water, all I can say is you're better off not knowing what's in there." Johnson added that official EPA policy is that Americans should stick to sports drinks.

PARROT HELD IN PRISON

A parrot has spent five days under police 'interrogation' in prison in Argentina. A judge ordered Pepo to be held in custody until he told police who was his real owner, reports UOL. Two neighbours, Jorge Machado and R Vega, were disputing ownership of the bird. Judge Osvaldo Carlos decided the parrot should be sent to prison until he said the name of his owner. After five days, Pepo said Jorge's name and also sung the anthem of his favourite football team San Lorenzo. Mr Machado said: "I knew he wasn't going to let me down, he is a real friend and we support the same football team."

Notice: Interhouse Transfer Applications for Fall Term 2006, Round 2, are now available online at http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~uho/iht.htm. Applications are due to the Office of Residential Life, University Hall, 1st Floor South, by Friday, May 12 at 3:00 pm complete with all required signatures.

Reel Trivia: What Movie is this from...

Little Girl: ...and then Mommy kissed Daddy, and the angel told the stork, and the stork flew down from heaven, and put the diamond in the cabbage patch, and the diamond turned into a baby!
Pugsley: Our parents are having a baby too.
Wednesday: They had sex.
**BIRTHDAYS!**

1. Elena Bassett, Talia Rosenberg
2. Luke Appling
3. Gokul Madhaven, Susan Putnins, Katherine Prescott
4. Stefan Jackiw, Morgan Brown, Tiffany Hung, Zdenka Sturm, Charles Rinzler
5. Timothy Cha, Daniel West

**Quotes:**

“Outside of a dog, a book is man’s best friend. Inside of a dog, it’s too dark to read.”

-Groucho Marx

---

**Breastfeeding Record Bid**

A group of Filipino mothers are aiming to set a new world record for mass breastfeeding. The bid to get into the Guinness Book of Records will be staged at a Manila sports stadium, reports Gulf News. Berkely City in California currently holds the Guinness record with 1,130 women who breastfed their babies together in 2002. The Filipino record bid is part of a campaign to encourage more of the country's mothers to breastfeed their babies. "Many Filipino mothers have given us their commitment to join the project at the San Andres sports complex in Manila on May 4," said Carrie Villamor, information officer of the Children for Breastfeeding Inc. "The Filipino breastfeeders would be able to surpass this record even if the rate of breastfeeding in the country has declined."

**Swiss to Extend Mountain**

The Little Matterhorn in the Swiss Alps is about to get bigger after officials announced plans to build an 'extension'. The 3,883 metre high Klein Matterhorn is overshadowed by its bigger brother which, at 4,478 metres, is the seventh highest mountain in the Alps. But officials from the local tourism board in Zermatt say that is about to change and they are going to add 120 metres to the mountain in the form of a glass pyramid. Spokeswoman Eva Flatau said: "We're going to build a pyramid on top of the Klein Matterhorn so that it reaches over 4,000 metres. This will give it more prestige among mountain climbers and will increase the number of tourists." The pyramid will include viewing platforms, a restaurant and even a few rooms where visitors can stay overnight. Building on the mountain's extension will begin next year.

---

**Reel Trivia: The Answer is...**

Adams Family Values

Follow-up Question: I assume Freshmen remember this movie, but... do they?